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Drug busts flourish;
campus police vow t(
step up enforcement

NO EATS

By Steve Oiestermon
Summef Staff Wiiter

Cal Poly’s drug related arrests
skyrocketed last year and
University Police are stepping up
measures to help thwart drug
use on campus.
According to Cal Poly police
investigator Ray Berrett, drug
use in the dorms rose dramati
cally over the last year resulting
in a 2,800 percent increase in
drug and alcohol busts last year.
“All quarter we had a drastic
increase in the amount of
marijuana use in the residence
halls,” he said. “It’s probably the
worst case I’ve ever seen at a
university level.”
B errett added th at the
University Police Department
(UPD) received numerous calls
from students during spring
quarter complaining of pot use in
the dorms.
“(The calls) were almost
nightly,” he said.
Prior to January 1994, the
UPD received an average of less
than five calls a quarter report-

<s»

ing drug-related offenses, accord
ing to an article printed in the
Telegram-'Tribune.
Several arrests have been
made on campus involving the
use of marijuana.
Most notably of a 19-year-old
male, a suspected dealer who
claims to be the number one sup’’All quarter we had a
drastic increase in the
amount of marijuana use
in the residence halls."
Ray Berrett
Poly Police

plier at Cal Poly.
’The student was arrested sell
ing pot to an undercover agent
this passed year. Reports have
been filed with the District At
torneys Office and measures
have been taken to expel the stu
dent from school.
See DRUG S, page 8

Cal Poly professors land $270,000 grant
from DOD get rare 3-D rendering systems
By Steve Chestermoa
Summer Stoff Water

B a cks tay P izza is closed this summer due to a lock of adequate funding from Foundation leaving hungry sum
m er stuaents with one less on-campus eating choice / Photo by Lawrence Rodenborn

Cal Poly summer students miss their pizza and sandwiches
ly Randy Hdsteod
Summer Staff Writer

Backstage Pizza and the
Sandwich Plant are not among
the dining options for Cal Poly’s
summer students.
In the May 1 edition of Mus
tang Daily, Associate Campus
Dining Director Alan Cushman
warned of the possible closure
of the two eateries.
Cushman cited low enroll
ment at Cal Poly and low con
ference booking last summer as

reasons for the closure.
Last sum m er, Campus
Dining lost $513,000 — $59,000
more than the expected
$454,000 deficit — Cushman
said.
Michael Voth, assistant
director of Campus Dining said
by the end of last August, Cam
pus Dining was short by
$500,000.
Voth warned of the pos
sibility of the closure at the
April 27 Findings and Opera
tions Committee meeting.

At the time, ASI President
Erica Brown and ASI Vice
President for Operations Steve
Steinhauer said closing BackStage Pizza would impact the
ASI budget.
Since ASI rents the U.U. space to
Foundation, Cushman estimated
the closure would cost ASI
$3,500 in lost rent.
John Stipicevich, director of
programs and facilities said the
lost revenue would affect next
year’s spending.
See PIZZA page 8

Highjacking ordeal ends for 364 passengers; five injured
By Mad Tbnogudii
Asociated Press

HAKODATE, Japan (AP) —
Riot police stormed a jumbo jet
at dawn Thursday, rescuing 364
people and seizing a hijacker
who reportedly dem anded
freedom for a jailed cult leader
and threatened to blow up the
plane with everyone aboard.
Despite his threats, police
said no explosives were found
and the man apparently was ac
ting alone.
The hijacker was hustled from
the plane by police dressed as
airline employees. His arms were
bloodied and his head was
swathed in a towel.
All the passengers were safe,
but one woman had a light stab
wound and one police officer was
kicked during the raid. Five
people were taken to the hospi

tal, according to Japanese 'TV.
The raid capped a nearly 16hour ordeal that began when the
All Nippon Airways flight was
hijacked just before noon Wed
nesday on a flight from Tokyo to
the northern city of Hakodate by
a man brandishing an ice pick.
Immediately after the raid,
ambulances with flashing lights
converged on the plane. Pas
sengers, looking drawn and
tired, filed down steps and onto
waiting buses. One man cradled
a baby wrapped in a blanket.
TV footage showed police
scrambling up small ladders
through hatches into the plane’s
underbelly. 'The film was not
broadcast until after the raid
was completed.
Some police were wearing
chemical-protection gear, while
others carried riot shields. One
contingent, in plainclothes, ad

vanced quietly and opened a gate
behind the plane just before the
larger force moved in.
“I’m relieved it’s over and that
all the passengers appear to be
safe,” airline president Seiji
Fukatsu told reporters.
The plane’s pilots were shown
shaking hands.
Anxious relatives had kept a
vigil at the airport in this seaside
town, 425 miles north of 'Tokyo,
as the blue-and-white Boeing 747
sat on the runway.
Japanese across the nation
were glued to their, television
sets to watch the drama unfold.
Iblevision stations went to
nonstop live coverage.
Captives making fugitive calls
on mobile phones told of
blindfolded passengers’ growing
hunger, thirst and fear as the
See H IJ A C K IN G , page 8

Thanks to a $270,000 grant
from the U.S. Department of
Defense, Cal Poly has become
one of only a few universities
worldwide with access to a pair
of rapid prototyping machines.
Three Cal Poly professors
were given the grant to set up a
laboratory equipped with two
rapid prototyping machines and
two computer workstations
capable of producing threedimensional prototypes of com
puter designed parts.
Professors Unny Menon, Blair
London, and Dan Walsh received
the grant, the first ever awarded
to Cal Poly by the Department of
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (AREA).
“The Department of Defense
awarded the grant because it
wants students to become
familiar with this kind of tech
nology for when they go off to
work,” Menon said.
AREA, an agency within the

Department of Defense, gives
money to universities for
research activities which it feels
will help the Department of
Defense in designing lighter,
high-performance components
for aircraft and spacecraft.
The Department of De
fense gives money to
universities for research
activities.

Menon, London and Walsh
submitted written proposals to
the Defense Department request
ing the money and describing the
kind of research that would be
done in the lab about a year ago.
Although the equipment will
be used primarily for research
purposes, Menon said students
See G R A N T, page 8
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Five killed as U.N. denies airstrikes

Republicans fight for tax cuts Planes collide in Ramona sky

By Lion McOowoUa
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SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — The United
Nations rebuffed a NATO request for airstrikes after
Serb planes violated a ban on flights over Bosnia, and
five more civilians were killed Wednesday by Serb shell
ing in Sarajevo.
Serbs and the Muslim-led government gave conflicting
accounts of battlefield gains, and U.N. peacekeepers were
so restricted in their movements that they could not con
firm either claim.
Shelling resumed in Sarajevo late Wednesday, and a
.tingle shell killed five people and wounded 12 in the
southwestern subvirb of Dobrinja, hospital officials said.
Bosnian radio said three civilians were killed and 11
wounded in Serb artillery attacks on the eastern govern
ment enclave of Srebrenica.
Earlier, an old man and two boys riding bikes were
wounded when some 15 Serb tank shells scattered shrap
nel through a Sarajevo market, and another civilian
wounded elsewhere was admitted to Kosevo Hospital.
Serb media said two civilians were wounded Wednes
day in shelling of Ilijas, a Serb town 10 miles northwest
of Sarajevo.
NATO’s request late 'Tuesday came after jets patroll
ing the no-fly zone near Baiua Luka, a Serb stronghold in
northern Bosnia, spotted two Serb planes, a U.N. official
said. The planes then disappared from radar screens,
presumably having landed.
NATO commander Adm. Leighton Smith requested
airstrikes, but the U.N. force commander for former
Yugoslavia, Lt. Gen. Bernard Janvier, denied them, said
the U.N. official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

J
m
ByAAmanda
Covorrublas
__

Desperate to get food into Sarajevo, the United Na
tions on Wednesday allowed Serb to escort aid into the
capital for the first time.
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A twin-engine plane owned by the U.S. Forest Service
appeared to clip the tail of a four-engine air tanker the
agency was using on contract, witnesses said.

“I said to my daughter, “Look at that little plane
chasing the big plane,”’ Anna Allen told radio station
KFMB-AM. “'Then they hit” and the tanker went down.
The crash about 30 miles northeast of San Diego
occurred near the Ramona Airport, where the planes
were approaching for landing.
It wasn’t clear whether the dead were in the tanker or
on the ground.
The tanker demolished the home it crashed into and
caught an adjacent, vacant house on fire. Roman Macias,
whose family lived in the demolished home, said his
relatives were safe. It wasn’t immediately known
whether anybody was home at the time.
“God was looking over us,” said Macias, 17.
A large piece of fuselage lay on top of a bicycle in the
yard of a nearby home.
'The tanker was a privately owned DC-4 under
contract to the Forest Service. The two-person crew were
not Forest Service employees, said Rick Willis, a Forest
Service spokesman at the National Interagency Fire
Center in Boise, Idaho.

The other plane, a Beach Barron, was owned by the
Forest Service.

The planes were helping to douse a 5,000-acre brush
fire near Julian in the Anza Borrego desert.
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RAMONA, Calif. (AP) — 'Two planes helping to fight a
wildfire collided Wednesday and crashed into a house,
killing three people and heavily damaging two homes.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Listening to newer House
Republicans and veteran GOP senators describe the
public’s desire for tax cuts is almost like hearing hostile
members of rival parties describe two different worlds.
“Don’t go to the cocktail parties, the fund-raisers for
charities, the country clubs and town halls you normally
do,” is the advice from freshman Rep. John Shadegg, RAriz., to senior Republican senators. “Go to the grocery
store, the bowling alley where Mr. and Mrs. Middle
America live. ... When I talk to real Americans and ask
them if they're undertaxed or overtaxed, they scream at
me, ‘Overtaxed."’
But as some senior GOP senators tell it, no one is
screaming to them about cutting taxes.
“’Ibll 'em old cowboy A1 has town meetings all over
Wyoming, little places like Elk Mountain and ^ c k River,
and I haven’t heard anyone talk about tax cuts in two
months,” 17-year veteran Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
told a reporter. “And I don’t belong to a country club.”
The internal GOP battle over cutting taxes — the key
hurdle in their effort to craft a compromise balancedbudget plan — has become a generational struggle. Most
ly, it pits nearly 100 newer, more conservative House
members like Shadegg who want the biggest, broadest
tax reductions against Simpson and about a dozen
veteran Senate moderates who prefer limiting the tax
cuts and focusing instead on deficit reduction.
It is these very groups that Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, R-Kan., and House Speaker Newt Gingrich, RGa., must satisfy to assure passage of whatever deal
House-Senate budget bargainers reach. Facing solid
Democratic opposition, Gingrich and Dole will need most
of the two groups’ votes to prevail.
Few doubt that in the end. Dole and Gingrich will suc
ceed and Congress will approve a balanced-budget out
line, probably next week. But that will only temporarily
mask the broad gulf between GOP newcomers and
veterans on this and other issues.

Jsmvier reportedly promised Serbs they would not be
the target of any more airstrikes if they released all
peacekeepers seized after NATO bombings in May. U.N.
officials have insisted, however, that no such deal was
made.
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California children faced with more,
tougher problems, new study finds

WHILE YOU
WERE AWAY...
Daly Staff Keport

Students were scarce on cam
pus during the quarter break,
but that didn’t stop the action.
On Monday, June 12, San
Luis Fire responded to a small
fire in Faculty Offices-East that
was reportedly started by an un
attended hot plate.
The fire caused minimal
damage to the office of chemistry
lecturer Dane Jones.
"Damage occured to about a
five square foot area of the (wall
adjacent to the hot plate), the hot
plate, a plastic cup and assorted
papers and books,” according to
the fire report.
Of concern to Cal Poly Fire
captain Bob Salazar was the fact
that the building fire alarm sys
tem did not go off. Salazar said
campus alarm technicians were
investigating the problem.

By Sandra Ann Harris
Associated Press

Although it appears undam aged, chemistry lecturer Dane Jones' oR
sustained a small Rre over the oréale / Photo by Lawrence Rodenborn

Low summer enrollment fuels B aker’s Poly Plan
By Jason D. Plsmons
Summer Atonofling Editor

Summer is here and that can
mean only one thing at Cal Poly,
enrollment is in the basement.

Enrollment typically drops off
this time of year forcing classes
to be cut and some facilities to
close, but if Fh-esident Warren
Baker sees his plan come to frui
tion it may be a thing of the past.
Cal Poly's enrollment is at
3,196 right now with the number
of students growing by about 20
or 30 people per day, said Bonnie
Krupp, the research assistant for
Institutional Studies.
That figure is down from the
spring enrollment of 14,596, ac
cording to Krupp.
Baker wants to increase sum
mer enrollment at Cal Poly and
allow students to take advantage
of a full quarter through his Cal
Poly Plan.
The Cal Poly Plan was first
unveiled on May 2 and calls for

the redistribution of allocated
campus money, implementation
of discounts for students through
programs such as scholarships
and the expansion and improve
ment of the summer quarter.
The plan — not set to be im
plemented until fall 1996 — may
increase students fees by as
much as 60 percent.
Typically, students enrolled in
summer quarter have a dismal
amount of classes to choose from
and students often find themsel
ves crashing courses.
However, if Baker’s plan
comes to reality the summer
quarter would be open to more
students and allow for more clas
ses.
According to Daniel HowardGreene, executive assistant to
Baker, the summer quarter will
be expanded to students at other
universities and colleges.
Specific goals of the plan in

clude increased availability of
courses — including summer
quarter — more personal atten
tion to student needs, richer
library and laboratory resources
and expanded access to computer
technology.
Baker is planning to aggres
sively pursue the input of all Cal
Poly faculty, students and
parents before any decision is
finalized, Howard-Greene said.
When students dial up CAP'TURE for fall registration they
will be asked to answer ques
tions intended to provide infor
mation to Baker to determine
the areas of most concern for
students and parents.
"The intention is that the stu
dents and parents surveyed will
be used to gage the various
aspects of the Cal Poly Plan,"
Howard-Greene said.
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SACRAMENTO (AP) —
California gets a failing grade for
its treatment of children, accord
ing to a study released Wednes
day by California NOW.
The 28-page report card is
sued by the advocacy group puts
the state’s youth at "the bottom
of the class" in terms of money,
crime, education, health and
other issues.
"It may be that we are coming
out of the recession, but we are
leaving our kids in the dust,”
Lois Salisbury, executive director
of Children NOW, said.
California’s teenage pregnan
cy rate ranks 43rd out of 50
states. Its teen unemployment
rate is the worst in the nation.
And, according to the report, the
youth incarceration rate is also
the worst in the country.
California schools get about
$1,000 less per student — about
$30,000 less per classroom —
than the average state, even
though per-capita spending here
is the 13th highest in the nation.
There are more students and
fewer computers per classroom
in California — home of Silicon
Valley — than any other state.
In the past 25 years, the per
centage of California teens living
below the poverty line jumped
from about 13 percent in 1970 to
more than 28 percent in 1995,
according to the report. These
children face higher odds of fail
ing in school, remaining un
employed and getting sick, the
report said.
"There have always been
drugs and alcohol, but the
problem is greater now,” said
Kalyanee Mam, 18, of Stockton.
"Everything is intertwined and it
gets really tough. I asked myself
how can we find the solution?”
The advocates recommended
that lawmakers incorporate a
Children’s Impact Statement

into their debates. That state
ment would analyse how legisla
tive decisions affect children.
Lawmakers need to be more
accountable for the welfare of the
state’s children, the advocates
said.
A program established in
Oregon in 1989 called Oregon
Benchmarks would be a good ex
ample for California legislators
to follow, they said. The Oregon
program outlines goals to
promote economic growth and
calls for regular tracking of the
state’s progress.
"Maybe we should have a
Department on Children in the
state of California,” said As
semblywoman Grace Napolitano,
D-Norwalk, chair of the new
state Assembly’s Select Commit
tee on California Children that
met for the first time after the
report’s release.
Mam and other teens who tes
tified before the committee said
there should be more programs
to prevent teen violence and
pregnancy, and to improve
education and job prospects.
"We need more job oppor
tunities for youth,” said 17-yearold Dawn Humphrey of Oakland.
California’s teen unemployment
rate is about 26 percent, accord
ing to 1993 statistics.
Humphrey speaks at high
schools through a program called
Teens on Target, which seeks to
reduce violence. The program
was profiled in the Children
NOW report as a model for other
communities.
'The homicide rate for Califor
nia children is 59 percent higher
than the national average, the
Children NOW report says. In
1993, 857 California children
were murdered. 'That’s enough to
fill about 25 classrooms.
"You don’t have to be involved
in drugs or crime to be a victim,”
said Janet Britt of the Los An
geles Job Corps Center.
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However, instead of bashing males in favor of the
“feminist anarchy“ which Ms. Pillsbury suggests, I
propose that she look and decide to try and deal with
her feelings in a more realistic manner. The in
ference made that the world would be better if most
men were killed is a little on the sadistic side. Men
are not going to suddenly die off and leave the entire
rule of the world to women. Rather than living in the
visions of her sick daydreams, why doesn’t Ms.
Pillsbury try to get along with the half of the popula
tion that she will be seeing quite a lot of in this
lifetime?
Perhaps the reason that men seem so horrible to
Ms. Pillsbury involves her own attitude. If one ex
pects the worst from any person, male or female, that
person is not going to show his/her best side. If she
exhibits some confidence in the men she meets, Ms.
Pillsbury might be surprised with the results! I am
proud to be a man, just as she is proud to be a
woman. I do no begrudge her her pride; I only ask
her to respect mine. Her article attacked my pride
without offering any logical reasoning to be a non
feminist, nor any constructive solutions. There is a
word for this type of attack, a word which is nearly
curse in our politically correct society:
STEREOTYPE. The main by-product of stereotyping
is the hurt, and I am hurt that Ms. Pillsbury feels the
need to vent her frustrations by stirring up un
productive emotions on our campus.
Maybe the world would be a better place if run
solely by females, and maybe not. We wll all have
much more pleasant lives if we decide to work
together, instead of hurting each others. Ms.
Pillsbur/s attack exemplifies the very same aggres
siveness which she loathes in men. I personally dis
like commando gear, big guns, and looting to the
same degree as she does, as do many other men. I
wish Ms. Pillsbury the best of luck eliminating her
unhealthy hatred, and hope next time she will con
sider the effects of her words before blindly lashing
out.
Sincerely,
Dominic Gouker
Statistic FVeshman
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In response to Ms. Dawn Pillsbury’s “Justification
for Teminarchy’," column, I would like to raise the
question of what useful purpose she believes that
particular bit of writing served. I greatly admire the
accomplishments of females in all fields, including
business, and I respect and cherish the qualities in
women which are less frequently observed in men.
Women are generally less aggressive and more in
touch with their emotions than men, both of which I
believe to be wonderful aspects of personality.
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For maximum creativity, axe the NEA
By
Banáy Holsteoil

I feel of all the federally subsidized artists out there.
What with those mean Republicans always beating up on
them. I say we liberate the art community from the op
pressive bonds of government; abolish the National En
dowment for the Arts (NEA).
Now, I Eun not about to rehash the whole Robert
Maplethorpe bullwhip proctology photograph controversy.
And no, I won’t discuss whether someone should be
submerging crucifixes in liquids other than holy water.
That has all been discussed to death.
I have a problem with the whole idea of the govern
ment being in the art business. Art by its very nature is
totally subjective. Who can judge what is or is not art and
who is or is not an artist? We have a government program
that attempts to do just that. I have seen an NEA-sponsored art show that included basketballs floating in a fish
tank and a vacuum cleaner mounted on a pedestal. Who
deemed this worthy of government subsidy and more importimtly, how do I get into this racket?
It that is all it takes to get the government’s approval.
I’d like them to view a piece I am working on entitled
“Laundry Basket with Dirty Clothes.” And I do accept
plastic.
It seems that as long as something is prefaced with the
words “comment on society” it’s art. I have no problem
with private citizens paying private money to purchase
such works. If there is a market for basketball-related
art, I think that is great. Long live capitalism. I just
think that individuals should decide what is art— not the
government.
Another problem with the NEA is the strings that arc
always attached in government subsidies. I think artists
come out looking pretty silly when they “indict the
government” with works that were financed by the very
institution they are against. Maybe this is a cliche, but I
have always had the impression that artists are freespirited types. I can’t think of anything more repugnant
to such a personality than having to take handouts from
the government. Without government subsidies, artists
would be longer to have to cower in fear when Big Bad
Sen. Helms criticizes their work.
I can already hear the cries of censorship. I find this to
be the most laughable of all arguments in favor of con
tinued NEA funding. Just because the government would
no longer be paying artists to do their stuff does not mean
they are silenced. I would argue that there is greater
danger of censorship when the government is footing the
bill for the sirt. If the' abolition of the NEA constitutes
censorship, what happened before it existed? The NEA
has only been around since 1965. I seem to recall that
American art dates back to the pre-NEA period. Yes, even
in the oppressive days of yore, there was art. And could
every artist who would stop creating without the NEIA
please stand up?
Another argument that favors the NEA is that govern
ments throughout history have supported the arts. True,
however how many artist were free when they were “com
missioned” by the local royalty to paint flattering

portraits for posterity? I would rather by free to succeed
or fail on my own than be under the thumb of the govern
ment.
Think of the benefits of private funding of the arts.
First, ai tists would be free to produce whatever works
they want without worrying what the government has to
say. It would also be easier to distinguish real censorship
from simple criticism. If someone in government really
wanted to censor art, they would be forced to write legis
lation in order to do so. 'Then, the rest of us would have
more sympathy when artists mak® claims of censorship.
Another advantage of cutting out the NEA would be in
finding out how much of the stuff currently being ac
cepted as art is really worth anything to anyone.
I am sure that the “Oh you just don’t get it,” art elites
don’t like the idea of art being subjected to market forces.

Art by its very nature is totally subjective. Who
can Judge what is or is not art and who is or is
not an artist? We have a goverment program
that attempts to do ju st that.
Well, if floating basketballs make such an important
statement, let the market show it. I think there is such a
great resistance to ending ait subsidies because people
don’t want to have to justify what they create. Meihinl^
there would be many a red-faced artist trying to explain
the real significance of rubber vomit on a home shopping
program.
,
Even if some artists lose work without Uncle Sam s as
sistance, they can always practice their brush strokes on
my apartment building.
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‘Batman Forever’ has comedy,
action and record audiences
By Heather McLoughlia
Summei Staff Writer

“Batman Forever" has clearly
reached the top at the box office;
it brought in $52.7 million this
past weekend and surpassed
“Jurassic Park’ as the highest
single weekend ticket seller of
all-time.
After a disappointing first se
quel, “Batman Returns,” people
may be hesitant to attend a
drawn-out third flick. But, “Bat
man Forever” is a refreshing con
tinuation of the series, partly be
cause of a new cast and director.
Val Kilmer portrays Batman
wonderfully. Not to take any
thing away from Michael Keaton,
who played the previous Bat
mans well, but Kilmer has that
certain genre about him that
only adds to the mysteriousness
of the character.
Although Keaton is more con
vincing as billionaire Bruce
Wayne, Kilmer, with his athletic
build, can more convincingly
whip around in the bat costume
and sail between buildings.
Kilmer’s voice is also the per
fect superhero voice — deep and
intriguing — although at times it
seems he is talking from within a
huge jar just to get that sexy,
powerful tone.
'Ibmmy Lee Jones makes a
good enough attempt at portray
ing 'Two-Face, the deformed vil
lain whose mission in life is to
witness the demise of Batman.
Two-Face is a former district
attorney who becomes deranged
after half his face is scarred by
acid. Jones’ lack of enthusiasm
and madness with his character
is a little disappointing.
But working alongside Jim
Carrey, the nutty actor who con
i«> l ^ o w
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tinues to keep the audience in
stitches, who wouldn’t be
drowned out?
Although I sometimes felt I
was watching Ace Ventura in a
green question-marked leotard,
Carrey definitely makes the
movie. He plays the Riddler, a
brilliant inventor who cracks
when Bruce Wayne refuses to
finance his latest project.
Edward Nygma, a.k.a. the
Riddler, develops a laser device
th a t sucks people’s I.Q.,
transporting the brain-waves
back to his own head. Carrey
bounces around the set in his
normal goofball fashion, and it is
hard to tell who got more screen
time - Batman or the Riddler.
And yes, this third movie
finally introduces sidekick Robin,
played by Chris O’Donnell.
Robin, orphaned after his cir
cus family is killed by ’Two-Face,
is taken in by Wayne and goes to
live in the Wayne mansion.
Seeking revenge against
'Two-Face, Robin discards his
green, red and yellow acrobat
outfit (the traditional “Robin”
costume) to slip into a fitted rub
ber suit like that of Batman —
nipples and all.
While O’Donnell plays a con
temporary Robin, complete with
an attitude and an earring, he
does bring back the past with the
hysterical line, “Holy rusted
metal. Batman.”
'The last big hitter in this allstar cast is Nicole Kidman. Kid
man plays Dr. Chase Meridian,
an abnormal psychologist who is
attracted to and obsessed with
Batman, until she realizes that
Bruce Wayne is who she really
wants (not knowing they are a
package deal).
Meridian helps Wayne sort
it
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out his traumatic childhood
memories while falling madly in
love with him.
Kidman’s acting is a little
over-dramatized and I felt her
character was written into the
script only for the sake of includ
ing a woman and some lousy kis
ses.
Joel Schumacher took over as
director, while Tim Burton, the
director of the two previous “Bat
man" movies, moved up the line
to producer.

Jordan shows ‘how we do it’ with soulful sounds
By Erla Massev
Opinion and Aft Editof

With his silky smooth voice
and his fiinky beat, Montell Jor
dan in his new album “This Is
How We Do It” combines a fresh
new sound and innovative mix of
rap and soul.
The title tract on the album
can be heard on radio stations
everywhere, and its danceable
beat makes it a regular request
among listeners.
The best part of the song is
the combination of rap with Boys
II Men-type back up singers. 'The
beat is still fast enough to move
to and it gives the feel of a sum
mertime innocence.
Another good song on the
album is “Its 4 da Honeyz” which
has great vocals including what

THUAY
TRADITIONS

Some improvements in the fabulous. Besides, if those
direction of the movie include a leather nipples were on a female
lesser feeling of darkness, little if suit, there would be no complain
any gore, and a more upbeat na ing.
“Batman Forever,” despite
ture within the characters. Any
some
weaknesses in the acting,
film starring Jim Carrey is ob
is an entertaining, refreshing,
viously far from noir.
Regardless of what critics say and funny film. This super se
about the overwhelming amount quel leaves behind the darkness
of “rubber” on the screen — from and gloom that surrounded the
the rubber covered buttocks, first two Batman movies, instead
dime-sized rubber nipples, and lightening the mood with
extravagant rubber codpieces — daytime scenes, humor and a
the costumes and designs were first-rate cast.

the singer himself calls “Aaron
Neville rap song” and possesses
classy lyrics.
'Those words are part of Jor
dan’s musical charm. The recent
college graduate has an elo
quence with words that, regard
less of the subject matter, cares
ses the listener.
In the song “Payback”, the
lyrics discuss retribution for a
broken heart but with the hurt
the singer continues to show a
respect for the love he lost.
Jordan diverges from his
predecessors refusing to take on
the anger that plagues many rap
songs. 'The singer also mentions
his belief in God which fits a
priest more than a singer.
He keeps with his beliefs that
there is also no cussing and the

U.U. Activity Hour
Farmer's Market
Happy Hour
Seinfeld

lyrics are descriptive and wellwritten.
Jordan also uses words to
caress a love song called “I'll Do
Anything” which has a good beat
and mixes nicely with innovative
guitar riffs.
'The album then launches into
songs that give the listener a
sneak peak at the weaknesses of
men for the women they love.
'The woeful sound of the en
tourage of vocals borders on a
blues sound.
If you do not like rap or Aaron
Neville this is not the CD for
you. However, if rap and soul
dominate your stereo, Montell
Jordan’s new album, with its
combinations of different, yet
smooth sounds is a must buy.
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GOP presidential candidate Alexander raised Economy slump first in four years
campaign dollars using money from non-profit Greenspan: Recession may be brief
By David Morris
AÚociated Piess

WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
two years before he entered the
p resid en tial race, Lam ar
Alexander raised $5.5 million,
assembled a staff and tested his
ideas in a television show
beamed across the nation.
And he did it without having
to deal with federal election laws
that sharply limit the size of con
tributions and require that
donors be identified.
In fact, the 13 biggest donors
to Alexander’s effort each gave
$100,000 — 100 times more than
the maximum donation they
could give to his presidential
campaign.
H is v e h icle w as th e
Republican Satellite Exchange
Network, a non-profit group
Alexander formed in 1993.
On the eve of his campaign
announcement, Alexander dis
banded the group but took some
of its key staffers and ideas with
him.
The group is still pursuing
tax-exempt status with the In
ternal Ilevenue Service, so it
won’t have to pay taxes on the
donations. It declined several re
quests to identify the donors.
Alexander isn’t the only
presidential candidate to benefit
from a non-profit. Fellow GOP
hopeful Bob Dole recently closed

his tax-exempt foundation amid
criticism it was assisting his
campaign.
Colleen Pero served as the
Alexander network’s executive
director when he was its chair
man. Now she is general counsel
for Alexander’s campaign.
She said that the non-profit
and the campaign were kept dis
tinctly separate, that she
reviewed every mailing to make
sure “presidential politics did not
enter into the communications.”
But she acknowledged part of
the IRS’ delay in deciding
whether the network will get
tax-exempt status involves ques
tions about whether the group
was m erely a front for
Alexander’s campaign.
“They kept coming back with
questions,” Pero said.
Alexander’s show was broad
cast by the group from a dif
ferent location each month, and
its guests often included state
and local officials and Republican
activists.
Alexander has acknowledged
that the network would benefit
his campaign.
“I had to raise several million
dollars to support the network,
so that’s given me an opportunity
to build the paily and to create a
political and financial base,” he
said in a December interview.
“And, most importantly, it’s
given me a chance to focus on the
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issues, say what we’re for and
develop my message for where
we’re going to take the country.”
The network also gave
Alexander a place to assemble a
campaign staff.
IRS and Federal Election
Commission records show at
least three of its top officials now
work for the campaign. They are
Pero, whose husband, Dan, is the
campaign manager; finance
director Agnes Warfield, who
held the same job at RESN, and
assistant press secretary Kevin
Phillips, who was the network’s
spokesman.
At least four others who now
help the Alexander campaign, in
cluding national finance chair
man Ted Welch, were members of
the network’s National Leader
ship Council.
A comparison of the two
group’s literature finds another
striking similarity.
Alexander’s positions on wel
fare, job creation and foreign
policy — laid out in campaign
literature — are copied nearly
word-for-word from “What We’re
For,” a glossy booklet published
by the network in November.
Critics say organizations such
as the network or Dole’s Better
America Foundation are being
used to avoid tough campaign
finance laws adopted two
decades ago alter Watergate.
“What I think we are seeing
... is political candidates and
leaders becoming somewhat
more adept at creating ways that
their political backers can deliver
money to their personal political
empires,” said Josh Goldstein,
director of the Center for
Responsive Politics, a non-peo*tisan Washington group that
studies campaign finance.
“It’s not necessarily a slush
fund, but it’s a fund that allows
them to develop their political
ideas without adhering to those
pesky campaign finance laws,”
he said.
On Tuesday, Dole’s foundation
announced it also would identify
its donors and return leftover
money to them. The list includes
$100,000 gifts from giants of cor
porate America such as AT&T
and wine maker Ernest Gallo.

By Jamas K Rubia
Asocioted Pies

WASHING’TON (AP) — The
economy could be headed for its
first decline in more than four
years. Federal Reserve Chair
man Alan Greenspan said Tues
day. But he hinted any “modest
near-term recession” could be
brief and said fighting inflation
must remain the Fed’s top
priority.
“A complex business cycle
process is under way, whose out
come is yet to be determined,”
Greenspan said in a speech to
'The Economic Club of New York.
“Uncertainties abound.”
Analysts said they expect
Greenspan to iirge his colleagues
on the Federal Reserve to
postpone any cut in interest
rates when they hold a key meet
ing next month. They said they
expect him to argue that the Fed
needs more economic data and
should wait until at least the fol
lowing meeting on Aug. 22 before
acting.
In his speech, Greenspan said
the Fed’s job is to consider ad
justing interest rates “in the con
text of our longer-term goal of
price stability. A consistently dis
ciplined monetary policy is what
our global financial system in
creasin g ly re q u ire s and
rewards.”
Earlier in the day during an
appearance before (Congress, he
suggested that the current
economic slowdown may be more
severe than anticipated.
Greenspan said gross domes
tic product, the output of all
goods and services produced in
the United States, at best ap
pears to have expanded only
slightly in the second quarter,
which ends next week.
“There is very little GDP
growth" for the April-June
quarter, he told the Senate
Banking Committee. “It is a very
low rate of increase and it could
be marginally negative.”
But in his much-anticipated
speech in New York, Greenspan
emphasized the possibility that
the abrupt slowdown could be
nothing more than some jarring
bumps on the way to smoother.
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sustainable growth.
There is “some increased risk
of a modest near-term recession,”
Greenspan said. “But the early
onset of this process of modera
tion also indicates markedly
reduced prospects for a more
severe inventory-induced slow
down later.”
Despite the economy’s slug
gishness, analysts said they ex
pect the Federal Reserve to hold
rates steady at its meeting July
5-6.
“If the Fed eases and then the
economy picks up, then it’s ac
cused of being a fine-tuner and
not sticking with its commitment
to hold inflation down for the
longer run. That loses the Fed a
lot of credibility,” said Lyle
Gramley, a former Federal
Reserve board member and a
consultant to the Mortgage
Bankers Association of America.
The stock m arket was
moderately lower, backing away
from Monday’s record highs, as it
awaited Greenspan’s speech. The
Dow Jones industrial average
slipped 3.12 points below the
peak reached Monday to
4,550.56.
The last time the economy
contracted was in the first three
months of 1991 as the nation
was about to emerge from a
recession that began in 1990. A
recession usually is defined as at
least two straight quarters of
declining GDP.

Greenspan has sent some con
fusing signals recently over the
state of the economy and the pos
sibility the Fed will lower inter
est rates.

He raised the possibility of a
recession in a speech on June 7,
but also said prospects of a
serious downturn were diminish
ing. He later said there was a
growing probability of a “modest
adjustment.”
The Commerce Department
reported Tuesday that construc
tion of new homes fell in May for
the fourth time in five months.
While that is fresh evidence of
economic weakness, analysts
said the housing industry may be

stabilizing.
In his remarks Tuesday on
Capitol Hill, Greenspan said
“history tells us you get a few
bumps in the road” as the
economy slows to a sustainable
pace. “I would have been very
surprised if we went smoothly
down” from 1994’s booming
growth, which he described as
“frenetic.”
The economy grew at a 5.1
percent annual rate in the last
three months of 1994 and slowed
to 2.7 percent in the first quarter
this year.
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State officials discover recycled gravesites in L.A.;
unearth mounds of unknown remains in ‘Paradise’
Memorial was the first African
American-owned cemetery in the
according to the Santa Fe
SANTA FE SPRINGS, Calif. West,
Springs Historical Society. It was
(AP) — Relatives peered through purchased by the current owners
a wrought-iron fence into in 1967.
Paradise Memorial Park on Wed
Irregularities with money as
nesday, hoping to see if their well as graves came up in an
loved ones were still in the audit last week, said Giunta.
graves where they were buried.
The owners. Chief Executive
State authorities at the back Alma
her daughter
of the cemetery worked over a 7- Felicia Fraction,
and son Victor
foot pile of dirt, bones and teeth. Fornter,Fraction
didn’t return phone calls
Those were the remains of
authorities. Los Angeles
people put in a common plot so from
County
didn’t find them
operators could re-sell their at theirdeputies
residences Wednesday
original graves, said Raymond morning, said Giunta.
Giunta, executive officer of the
Since 1986, the cemetery has
state Cemetery Board.
“double selling” graves, he
It wasn’t clear how many been
said.
were told they
bodies were represented in the were Customers
getting
a
new
plot, while
pile, but 200 grave markers were the original occupant
found on the back of the proper dumped in the “spoils pile,”was
the
ty, Giunta said. They weren’t accumulation of excavated soil
marking any graves.
builds up at every cemetery,
“Some of the stones we found that
he
said.
were 1947, ‘68; they removed the
stone off the grave. Maybe they People peppered Giunta with
realized the family was no longer questions Wednesday every time
he approached the fence of the
“It was the awfulest thing I 10-acre cemetery, about eight
ever heard of, it really was,” said miles south of downtown Los An
Sylvester Robinson of Los An geles. A big “closed” notice was
geles. “I have a mother and a posted overhead.
brother out there. I never heard When will it reopen? Robinson
asked.
of anything like this.”
Like others, Robinson said he “It won’t be open to the public
picked Paradise Memorial Park until we have all of those
because it was a place he could remains in the back interred,
afford.
until we have them all covered
Established in 1927, Paradise over, OK?” Giunta said. “See that

ly Lorry Gorbor
Asocioted Piess

It

pile back there? That goes all the
way to the back fence.”
How will they tell who is
buried where? A woman wanted
to know.
Authorities confiscated cards
and records with that informa
tion, said Giunta, and detectives
were going through them.
Names that had been crossed
off apparently belong to dis
placed bodies, and one grave was
used as many as eight times, he
said.
Edmarie Master buried her
father, uncle and aunt at
Paradise Memorial. She was
surprised at the allegations,
since she knows Alma Fraction
as “such a nice person.”
Were her loved ones all right?
“I don’t know,” said Master. “I
figure they should be, but since
all this has gone on, I just don’t
know.”
“We’re very upset,” said Renee
Island, who stopped at the fence
with her cousin to look for their
grandmother’s grave.
“It’s wrong that they’re doing
people’s bodies like that,” she
said. “They’re supposed to rest
when they die, not get digged
up.”
Investigators say the remains
they found can’t be identified.
They plan a mass burial later
this week in a plot that will be
landscaped into a memorial rose
garden.

Japanese cars rush in, U.S. trade deficit soars
By Mortia Crutsiager
Asociated Piess

i

WASHINGTON (AP) —
America’s trade deficit surged to
a monthly record $11.37 billion
as Japanese cars flooded the U.S.
market ahead of possible puni
tive tariffs.
The Clinton administration
said the sharp trade deteriora
tion only stiffened its resolve to
impose record sanctions against
Japan next week if no deal is
reached in the meantime to boost
purchases of American-made
cars and parts.
“It is critical that we have a
meaningful and concrete solu
tion,” U.S. Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor told reporters as
negotiators prepared to go back
to the bargaining table Thursday
in Geneva. “Japan is the second
largest economy in the world.
They have a responsibility to
open their markets.”
The Commerce Department
report showed that the U.S.
deficit in goods and services hit
an all-time high in April, up 16.2
percent from a revised March
deficit of $9.79 billion. The
deterioration reflected a $738
million rise in imports, which set
a record, and an $882 million
drop in exports.
Half the import surge came in
autos and auto parts, led by a
$210 million increase in imports
from Japan, which climbed 9.5
percent to $2.4 billion, the
second highest monthly total on
record.
Analysts said it appeared that
Japanese car companies had
been rushing to get shipments
into the country in advance of
any possible trade retaliation.
The administration did not tar
get the Japanese luxury cars
until May 16, but there had been
rumblings of possible auto sanc
tions for several months before
the formal cmnouncement.
While Ibkyo newspapers have
been full of stories in recent days
suggesting that Japanese
automakers were offering to

compromise in order to escape
trade sanctions, Kantor would
make no prediction on the out
come of the dispute.
“You should ask the Japanese
negotiators and officials,” Kantor
said. “It is up to them. It is their
problem and they have the solu
tion to it.”
The United States is making
three demands of Japan —
“voluntary plans” from Japanese
automakers to increase pur
chases of American-made auto
parts; expansion of Japanese
dealerships stocking U.S. cars;
and liberalization of safety
regulations that block sale of
American-made replacement
parts.
The a d m in istra tio n is
threatening to effectively ban
Japanese luxury cars from the
American market by imposing
100 percent tariffs on 13 models,
including such popular sellers as
the Toyota Lexus and Honda
Acura.
The surprising jump in April’s
deficit was the largest imbalance
since the government began
tracking goods and services on a
monthly basis in 1992. It was
likely to push overall economic
growth, as measured by the
gross domestic product, close to
zero for the current spring
quarter, economists said.
In unusually candid com
ments Wednesday night. Federal
R eserve C h airm an A lan
Greenspan said there was an in
creased risk of a “modest, nearterm recession.”
“This should strongly en
courage the Fed to get on top of
this weak data and lower inter
est rates,” said Lawrence
Chimerine, chief economist at
the Economic Strategy Institute
in Washington.
In addition to the monthly
report, the government also
released Wednesday the firstquarter report on the broadest
measure of trade, the current ac
count. For the January-March

period this deficit totaled $40.5
billion, the sixth worst showing
on record although down from
the all-time high of $43.3 billion
set in the last three months of
1994.
The current account measures
trade in goods and services like
the monthly report, and it also
tracks investment flows and
foreign aid.
The increase in imports of
cars and parts came not only
from Japan but also Germany,
whose auto shipments to the
United States were up by $172
million. If Japanese luxury cars
were eliminated from the U.S.
market by the punitive tariffs,
the German-made BMW and
Mercedes would be expected to
be the prime beneficiaries.
For the year so far, the deficit
in goods and services is running
at an annual rate of $124 billion,
up sharply from last year’s
deficit of $106.21 billion.
Despite the rise in imported
cars, the overall deficit with
Japan narrowed slightly to $5.87
billion in April, but was still run
ning $1 billion higher for the
first four months of this year.
America’s second biggest
deficit was with China, a gap of
$2.52 billion in April, up 22 per
cent from the previous month.
Adding to America’s trade
woes has been the economic tur
moil in Mexico, America’s third
largest export market. The U.S.
deficit with Mexico in April was
$1.48 billion as the weak peso
and financial crisis cut sharply
into American exports.
America’s foreign-oil bill
showed an, improvement of 8.9
percent in April to $4.53 billion
on a seasonally adjusted basis
even though the price per barrel
of crude oil jumped to $16.71, the
highest monthly level since
November 1992.

Reports say slain teen buried
in his self-dug shallow grave
Assodotsd Presi

BAKERSFIELD. Calif. (AP)
— As they shoveled a pit, a
teen-ager asked 16-year-old
Jason Corbin, “Wouldn’t it suck
if you were digging your own
grave?”
Corbin, who thought nothing
of the comment, laughed and
said it would. Moments later,
his two companions beat him to
death with a shovel and a lug
wrench and buried him in a
shallow grave, Kern County
sheriffs reports charged.
The reports, based on inter
views with the suspects and two
15-year-old girls who said they
heard Corbin being murdered,
paint a grisly picture;
The group had gone to a cot
tonwood tree in a field where
Robert Santos Jr., 21, said he
had buried a gun. When the
hole was three feet deep, one of
the girls jumped in to measure
the depth.
Santos asked one girl, “What
would you do if we killed
Jason?” Michael Todd, 15, asked
the other girl, “How would you
feel if we bashed Jason’s brains
in?”
The girls said Santos and
Ibdd told them to return to Cor
bin’s car parked nearby. They
said they heard Santos and
Todd taunt Corbin as they beat
him. They heard Corbin moan.
'Then, they heard nothing.
Corbin was found two days
after the June 13 killing. An
autopsy showed he died of a
skull fracture after blows to the
head, face and upper body.
The girls told detective Jim

Christopherson that Santos and
Ibdu did not check to see
whether Corbin was dead before
filling the hole with dirt. 'The
Coroner’s Office said Corbin
was not buried alive.
The girls said Santos and
Todd threw the shovel in a
water-filled hole and made muf
fled noises as they drove away,
joking that they heard Corbin
talking from beneath the grave.
Investigators did not reveal a
motive, although one girl told
Christopherson about a plan to
move to Seattle after robbing a
liquor store. 'The girls, who said
they had been drinking beer
and tequila with Todd and San
tos that night, have not been
charged. Their identities have
not been released.
Santos told investigators
that 'Ibdd started a fight with
Corbin, Christopherson said.
Santos said he sat in the car as
Ibdd struck Corbin with a tire
iron.
Todd told Christopherson he
su ffe rs from p a ra n o id
schizophrenia and manic
depression. He said he was on
medication for the mental disor
ders but he had not taken his
pills for about a week before the
slaying.
He said “voices from within”
made him want to kill Corbin,
the reports said. During the
killing, Todd could only remem
ber “it went red, and I heard
laughing,” according to the
sheriffs investigative report.
Santos and Todd have
pleaded innocent to a murder
charge.

Raiders set to move back, again
By Dswris Gsorgotss
Asodoted Press

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — The
possibility of the Raiders return
ing to Oakland is in the air
again.
Raiders managing general
partner A1 Davis apparently has
made up his mind to leave Los
Angeles, raising the possibility
that the nation’s second-largest
television market could be
without an NFL franchise.
Then again, the deal with
Oakland, the city the Raiders
abandoned in 1982 in favor of
Los Angeles, has not yet been
signed and who’s to say the
Raiders’ maverick owner won’t
change his mind?
A source close to the NFL told
The Associated Press on Wednes
day the move back to Oakland
was a “done deal.” But NFL
spokesman Joe Browne said “any
discussion of a done deal is
premature.”
Broadcast reports said the
Raiders would move in time for
the 1995 season, but that could
not be confirmed. Davis has
previously indicated the team
was moving from Los Angeles,
only to have the deals fail to

materialize.
The NFL, clearly intent on
preserving a presence in Los An
geles, wants to keep the Raiders
from moving and possibly bring
in a second franchise at some
point. However, Davis has buck
ed the NFL in the past, and
could do so again.
Just two months ago, the
Rams’ departure from Southern
California was approved by the
NFL and the team will play next
season in St. Louis.
The Raiders moved to Los An
geles 13 years ago, overcoming
the NFL’s attempt to block the
move by winning an antitrust
suit. No professional franchise
has returned to its city of origin
after leaving it.
Davis, the Raiders’ general
partner, would not confirm the
move.
“I don’t know what’s going on,
so help me God,” said Davis, who
recently toured the Oakland
Coliseum with his attorney and
stadium consultant, a visit that
came to light when an Oakland
'Tribune columnist ran into the
group.

Summer M ustang
You should have
seen the stuff we
didn't print.
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HIJACKING: infants, elderly among the captives

PIZZA
from page 1

From page 1
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Budget concerns aside, stu*
dents questioned Wednesday at
the U.U. did not have much posi
tive to say about the change.
“I’m very upset,” environmen
tal engineering senior Mike
Fisher said of BackStage Pizza’s
closing. “I work for Disabled Stu
dent Services and it’s incon iC
venient to have to wait for food
at the Avenue.”
Gail Batac, an environmental
engineering junior, said she
would miss both places.

✓

“The Sandwich Plant has the I »«SJ.
best and healthiest food on cam
pus,” Batac said. “I also like
BackStage because it is inexpen
sive and has a laid-back atmos
phere.”
Electrical engineering senior
Alberto Gonzalez liked the later
hours of operation at BackStage
Pizza.
“The Avenue closes too early
and sometimes you just want
pizza,” Gonzalez said.

m

,
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don’t thii^ it’s a very good Jhe Sandwich Plant, plagued for a portion of spring quarter by lettuce
idea at all,” biology senior Amy shortages, w ill r>ot be serving anything during the summer / Photo by
Donegan s a id . “I like Back- LcrwrerKs Rodenborn
Stage’s salads the best.”
“I

DRUGS: Bongs, scales and other paraphernalia confiscations also rose
From page 1

In a separate incident last
year, a male student was booted
from school when he was caught
with 40 joints he reportedly
planned to sell.
In yet another case involving
marijuana, a fight between two
students in a residence hall in
volving bats and chains began
after the alleged theft of a pound
of pot.

Aside from the drug use, Berrett said numerous metric scales
have been stolen from the
Science Department since June
1994.
The scales, which cost up to
$1,000 apiece, are used to
measure out drug amounts Berrett said.
He added that UPD has
seized over 100 bongs throughout
the residence halls.

U niversity Housing has
adopted a zero-tolerance rule
with future cases involving drug
use and Berrett said the UPD
will follow suit.
U niversity Police Chief
Thomas Mitchell said officers
will begin spending more time
working on campus to help stop
the drug problem, immediately.
He added that overall arrests
are up 2,800 percent over the
last year.

GRANT: Rapid prototyping set to be launched over the summer and fall
From page 1

will be introduced to it this
quarter in Industrial and
Manufacturing Engineering 141
with additional classes scheduled
for the fall.
With rapid prototyping, stu
dents can generate accurate
physical models from designs
created using 3-D computeraided-design software. Once the
model is designed on the com
puter screen, it can be developed
into a physical part using one of
two techniques.

The first, called laminated ob
ject manufacturing, uses a laser
to cut through micro-thin layers
of adhesive-backed paper. Each
new layer is stacked on top of the
previous one, enabling engineers
to build the part from the ground
up.
Fused deposition modeling is
another layering technique that
uses a continuous feed of plastic
or wax wire. The wire is melted
and modeled in successive layers
to form the part.
Martin Koch, engineering lec

turer and lab manager, said
rapid prototyping saves time and
eliminates a lot of design
problems by enabling the en
gineer to see an actual threedimensional model. He added
that the new machinery will be
less frustrating to engineers and
will allow them to become artists
while designing parts on the
workstation.
“The whole idea is that the
tool set is not a hindrance so you
can get different ideas and
designs,” he said.

Top UC candidate gave unauthorized pay bonuses
Assodotsd Prsss

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — E.
Gordon Gee, widely expected to
be named the next University of
California president, approved
pay bonuses without authoriza
tion when he was University of
Colorado president.
The Colorado Board of
Regents found out by accident
that Gee had paid deferred com
pensation bonuses of up to
$13,000 to his aides between
1987 and 1990, said Norwood
Robb, a regent from Littleton,
Colo.
The matter came to light
when University of Colorado
V^ice President Judith Albino was
offered the job of president in
April 1991.
“When we were talking to her
about salary she said, 'What
about the side letter?”’ Robb told

hours passed. News reports said
crew members in the cockpit
heard children crying in the pas
senger cabin.
Airport ofiicials said condi
tions on the plane worsened by
the hour. With blinds drawn and
doors shut, the plane was hot
and humid. Since the flight was
short, no food and only limited
drinks were on board, and the
hijacker refused to let airport
workers deliver more supplies.
’The passenger list included
seven infants and more than 60
people over the age of 60, officials
said.
Soldiers, military helicopters,
fighter planes and chemicalweapons experts were put on
alert almost immediately after
the plane landed in Hakodate.
liie airline said its crew
relayed word by a closed radio
channel that the hijacker was an
apparent member of the cult ac
cused in the Ibkyo subway at
tack, and that he demanded the
release of jailed guru Shoko
Asahara, charged with murder in

the subway attack.
“I did it for Asahara!” the
plane’s crew quoted the hijacker
as saying, according to the air
line’s managing director, Yuzuru
M atsum oto. News reports
described the man as in his 20s,
clad in sneakers and jeans, and
wearing sunglasses.
In messages relayed via the
pilot, the hijacker warned offi
cials against storming the plane,
and demanded binoculars to
monitor their movements. Sol
diers, m ilitary helicopters,
flghter planes and chemicalweapons experts went on alert.
liie threat to blow up the
plane came in a statement read
by a flight attendant to NHK
television by cellular telephone.
Later, in calls to news or
ganizations including Japan’s
NHK television, the hijacker dis
puted the description of him as a
cult disciple, and dropped any
reference to Asahara, saying only
that he wanted the plane
refueled and flown to Tokyo.
The cult denied involvement
in the hijacking.

for boosting the football program
and thus improving the univer
sity’s ability to raise money. He
even waved pompons at Buf
faloes’ home gaunes, according to
the Denver Post.
But knowledge of the bonuses
led to reforms that prohibit un
authorized pajonents and require
that executive pay be made
public, Robb said.
“In balance, you look at the
outstanding things he had done
for the university, and then
you’re just' sorry this occurred,”
he said.
Gee said in an interview last
year with the Denver Post that
the bonuses “enabled us to get
good people who served the
university well.”
He said the bonuses “didn’t
seem controversial to me at the
He was popular in Colorado time.”

the San Francisco Examiner.
Albino went on to describe a
written agreement in which Gee
offered her a $13,000 annual
bonus on top of her $119,000
salary, Robb said.
“We didn’t know about any
side letter,” Robb said, dismayed
to And that the university un
knowingly had offered her a pay
cut to take the promotion.
UC Regents on Friday are
scheduled to consider a search
committee’s recommendation
that Gee succeed Jack Peltason
as University of California presi
dent. Peltason, who earns
$243,000 a year, is retiring.
Gee, 51, was president in
Colorado from 1985 to 1990. He
left to take his current job as
president of Ohio State Univer
sity.

Chicken lover writes instruction
manual for his precious poultry
ly NUdisBe Locks
Asociotsd Press

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) —
Maybe Trevor Weekes was trying
to make amends for a childhood
attempt to fly which ended when
he crashed through the roof of
the family chicken coop and
scared the hens out of two weeks
production.
Maybe it was the quiet, uplift
ing influence of his fine feathered
friends. Cluck Gable and
Gregory Peck.
Whatever inspired him, artist,
writer and felony punster
Weekes has scratched out a place
in poultry posterity with his
beautifully illustrated, quirkily
written and odder-than-allgetout little book, “The Teach
Your Chicken To Fly Training
Manual.”
Why a book about flying fowl?
“I think it was a love of chick
ens,” Weekes explained in a
telephone interview from New
South Wales, Australia, where he
lives with his wife and three
children. “They’ve always faiscinated me, chickens. They’re so
mechanical the way they jerk
around the yard.”
And then there is the other
explanation.
“I always have ideas and some
are more bizarre than others.”
One of the guiding forces be
hind the book was a desire to
make amends for that childhood
incident when his chickens came
home to roost only to discover
th e ir perches had been
demolished by his ill-judged at
tempt at flight.
He brooded on the incident for
years — “there was a lot of
guilt.”
But then he came up with an
idea to msJie amends, a step-bystep guide that would help bar
nyard strollers fly the coop and
move a few notches up the evolu
tionary pecking order.
The instructions are nothing
if not thorough.
'There are training regimens.
'There are Da Vinci-style draw
ings of chickens strapped into
flying harnesses and other ap
paratus. There are scale models
of cities and towns — the idea
being to suspend a chicken over
them and get it used to the idea
of flying over occupied territory.
And there are photographs of
the celebrated first fowl in flight,
Gregory Peck, a remarkably cool
bird.
Wing massage, the motorized
backpack, pullet proverbs —

“Better to soar than be plucked”
— all are covered in this hand
book on how to egg on the chick
en-hearted flyer.
The 36-page hard cover,
which sells for $9.95 and was
recently published in the United
States by Berkeley-based Ten
Speed Press, is not Weekes’ only
work.
He also has published a book
on “The Art of Fowlconry,”
printed in a limited edition in
Australia.
A third book in the works,
detailing the adventures of Cluck
Gable, a plucky carrier chicken,
is currently in limbo at Weekes’
Australian publisher.
“It’s so silly, he thinks we
can’t do anything with this,"
Weekes confessed.
Balking publishers aren’t the
only hazards facing a man who
bases a lot of his work on “big
fibs'.”
Some readers have taken him
to task for cruelty to chickens.
Others have asked for advice on
coaxing capons aloft.
“That’s the sort of thing that
happens with my book,” he said.
“Interviews that I’ve done in
Australia have been done
seriously and it’s been extremely
hard to keep a straight face.”
Weekes said he’s not trying to
con his audience, he just wants
to see what will happen when
fantastical notions are given the
authority of being typeset in
black and white.
“'The safety net for me is not
many people have my address,”
he added.
At least one member of
Weekes’ audience was too wily a
bird to fall for the chicken caper.
Ralph E rnst, a poultry
specialist affiliated with the
University of California at Davis,
said he happened across the
manual in a book store recently
and was intrigued enough to
skim a few pages.
He thought it was “a little
pointless,” but chuckled at the
elaborate instructions.
Actually, Ernst points out,
some breeds of chickens fly pret
ty well, although he cautioned,
“they’re not going to be eagles,
now.”
When chickens do take to the
air, it tends to be in a rapid
burst, good for getting up to a
roost, but not much good for
long-distance flying.
Some breeds also have to con
tend with being too top-heavy for
successful flight, the result of the
meat-eater’s quest for chesty
chickens.

